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**Objectives**

**Objective:** Establish *information management* planning (and solutioning) function within IT that would complement current functions, and provide focus on the improvement of information quality in support of better business decisions.

- Develop partnerships across the firm, understand the business priorities, business roadmaps, anticipated outcomes and:
  - Improve information quality
  - Improve Straight Through Processing and reduce errors
  - Simplify access and accelerate delivery of information
  - Enhance business capabilities and operational efficiencies
  - Increase business intelligence & decision support capabilities

**Principles**

- Leverage proven and emerging information strategies to:
  - Capture, enrich and organize data where it is originated
  - Manage information the way you would a financial asset
  - Distribute information with quality controls
- Simplify information management with cross-business integration and rationalization

*Management of Information* includes the interchange of people, process and technology to support how information is managed to support business, compliance and reporting responsibilities from the point of creation and capture to use and storage and ultimately to its disposal.

Improved Information Quality aids Risk Reduction
**IM Planning Function: Scope**

**IT INCLUDES:**
- Lead development of data and information related Roadmaps and other strategic perspectives in collaboration with business and other partners
- Lead all Planning for all initiatives that are data and information driven
- Support all Planning IM related planning activity for all initiatives that are capability driven
- Guide all pre-SDLC projects through Information Management Reviews and all other governance checks
- Support strategies in relation to the Shared Information Assets (SIA) in conjunction with Business and IT
- Provide leadership and expertise related to BI; >>Demonstrate business value

**IT DOES NOT INCLUDE:**
- Data and other related development tasks including ETL, Business Intelligence, etc.
- Enterprise data governance functions and the data quality decisions
- Project Execution and Delivery
- Information Management Policy & Procedure ownership, development and maintenance

*Information Management* focused function within a Planning organization supplements current activities and provides relevant subject matter expertise
**Approach**

- **Immediate Benefits** would quickly position organization to support Corporate Priorities by providing greater emphasis on Information Management.
- **Longer term Benefits** include increasing efficiencies, reducing costs and positioning IT to support the business need for better decision making.

**Current Focus**

**Short Term**
- Corporate IM Strategy support
- Alignment, Planning and Solutioning resources to support Corporate Priorities
- Info Mgmt and Planning support for capability based projects
- Enterprise Records & Content Mgmt strategy, leadership and consolidation of unstructured data capability efforts

**Medium Term**
- Emphasis on Business Intelligence
- Reduction of time and effort related to data requirements
- Continue maturing CS IM processes

**Long Term**
- Focused efforts in the improvement of firm information quality
- Reduction of costs related to decision support capability
- Increased information lifecycle efficiencies

Transform data into valuable information enabling better business decisions
Roles & Responsibilities

- Lead development of information management related Roadmaps and other strategic perspectives in collaboration with business and other partners in accordance with proven and emerging best practices
- Lead Planning activities for all initiatives that are information management driven
- Support project activities for information management related planning activity for all initiatives that are capability driven
- Guide all pre-SDLC projects through Information Management and other governance reviews
- Provide leadership to business and facilitate Business Intelligence (BI) projects to quickly demonstrate business value
- Assist with existing internal and external oversight organizations including Audit and Regulatory organizations

Organization expertise earlier in the process results in more consistent Information Management requirements, improved solutioning and ultimately more progress towards enabling better decision-making.
Program View

- Lead Planning activities for all initiatives that are information management driven
- Support Planning activities for Business Line Capability focused Projects

Improved planning within IT results in better outcomes for the firm
Alignment to Freddie Mac’s Goals

Corporate
- Serve our Mission
- Participate in an active, meaningful manner – in the ongoing discussions about GSE future state
- Transform our company, with particular emphasis on technology improvements
- Be compliant with industry standards

Division
- Deliver Corporate Priorities
- Continue to support Federal Government Programs

Department
- Corporate Priorities Solutioning and Delivery including Corporate Priorities
- Improve IT environments

Organization
- Improve information quality, controls and delivery thru early planning, better requirements and solutioning
Information Management expertise up front in the planning process undoubtedly adds value including the following:

- Improved and more complete data requirements
- More precise “level of effort” resource estimates
- Use of enterprise assets (e.g. CDW, Reference Data, other services)
- Data Control guidance